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Abstract: Cognitive radio network (CRN) is a wireless communication network with cognitive 
characteristics. With the development of cognitive radio, extending to the network level, CRN can 
use the idle authorized frequency band without disturbing the authorized users, so as to improve the 
efficiency of frequency band and meet the spectrum needs of more wireless users. In this paper, the 
technology of CRN is summarized firstly, then the security problems in CRN are introduced, and 
the future development direction is prospected finally. 

1. Introduction  
 At present, CRN is recognized as one of the best solutions to improve the efficiency of spectrum 

resource utilization and the shortage of spectrum resource [1].CRN is characteristic of relatively 
good flexibility, autonomy as well as adaptability to the environmental changes [2]. 

CRN not only improves the network capacity and spectrum resource utilization, but also brings 
new technical challenges, especially the network security problems with unique cognitive 
characteristics [3]. Network security is the basic condition for the successful promotion and 
application of CRN. Although a lot of researches have been done on cognitive network security, 
systematic research on cognitive radio network security still faces many problems [4]. 

In this paper, CRN technology is studied in depth. Firstly, the development status of CRN is 
introduced. Then, the key technologies of spectrum sensing and security in CRN are analyzed. 
Finally, the future development trend of CRN is prospected in conclusion. 

At present, CRN has been widely concerned in the world. Many institutions have carried out 
relevant research on cognitive radio technology. At present, a large number of institutions have 
carried out relevant projects to study the relevant theories of cognitive radio network, including 
Berkeley Research Center of the University of California, WINLAB Laboratory of Rutgers 
University, University of Karlsruhe in Germany, the E2R project of the European Union, and 
research topics of key technologies of cognitive radio network in China. 

2. The Spectrum Sensing of Cognitive Radio Network 
At present, the research of spectrum sensing technology mainly involves the problems of hiding 

the authorized user, sensing time and reliability, decision fusion in cooperative sensing, modulation 
type identification of the main user signal and so on. 
2.1. Problems to Be Solved in The Spectrum Sensing 
2.1.1Hiding Authorized User Issues 

Similar to the hiding node problem in carrier sense multiple access, the hiding authorized user 
problem is mainly caused by the multipath fading and shadow fading in the process of secondary 
user's perception of the authorized user's signal. Due to the location of the secondary user, the 
interference signal is produced to the authorized receiver, which makes the authorized user's signal 
unable to be detected and received by the receiver. In order to overcome the problem of hiding the 
authorized user and make the system more flexible, it is necessary for the secondary user to be able 
to detect the authorized user's signal more effectively in the environment. How to detect the 
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authorized user signal in low SNR environment quickly and reliably, and how to overcome the 
problem of hiding the main user has become one of the hotspots of cognitive network spectrum 
sensing technology. 
2.1.2Perception Time and Reliability 

Considering that the authorized user can use the own authorized frequency band without any 
influence at any time, the use of the band requires that the secondary user must have the ability to 
identify the existence of the primary user quickly and accurately in the band within a certain time 
range, and at the same time exit the use of the band to avoid interference to the authorized user. 
Therefore, in the research of CRN spectrum sensing algorithm, it is necessary to achieve a certain 
detection accuracy in a short sensing time. How to achieve a compromise between sensing time and 
sensing accuracy to achieve fast and accurate detection of the authorized user signal is another hot 
issue in the research of CRN spectrum sensing technology. 
2.1.3. Decision Fusion in Collaborative Perception 

Due to the influence of noise uncertainty, shadow, fading and other factors, the traditional single 
user perception method has limited computing power, slow perception speed and low perception 
accuracy. In order to improve the performance of spectrum sensing, researchers propose a 
cooperative spectrum sensing method. The cooperative spectrum sensing method uses the sub-user 
terminals in different positions to achieve the accurate perception of the main user signal through 
mutual cooperation. Cooperative spectrum sensing includes three basic processes: local sensing, 
information reporting and decision fusion. How to design a reasonable and efficient decision fusion 
mechanism is the core and focus of the research on cooperative sensing, and also the research 
hotspot of cognitive network spectrum sensing technology. 
2.1.4. Modulation Type Identification of Authorized User Signal 

In view of the increasingly tense situation of wireless spectrum resources, in order to improve the 
efficiency of frequency band, it is necessary for the secondary user to be able to access and share the 
frequency band dynamically without causing interference to the authorized user. One of the 
preconditions to realize this technology is that the secondary user can not only detect the authorized 
user's signal in real time and accurately, but also correctly identify it type of outgoing the authorized 
user signal. How to accurately judge and identify the modulation type of the the authorized user 
signal is an urgent problem in the research of cognitive network spectrum sensing technology. 
2.2. Key Technology of Spectrum Sensing 

In view of the above hot issues, researchers have carried out research on cognitive network 
spectrum sensing technology, and constantly improved and deepened, and put forward many 
practical and effective solutions and technologies. Generally speaking, the current classical spectrum 
sensing algorithms are mainly divided into two categories: the main user transmitter detection and 
the main user receiver detection. On this basis, some other spectrum sensing algorithms are derived, 
which is expressed as Fig. 1. 
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2.2.1. Main User Transmitter Detection 

In the detection of the primary user's transmitter, the single node detection method is an early type 
of spectrum sensing method, which has low computational complexity, fast detection speed, small 
detection process cost and is easy to implement. However, this kind of algorithm is easy to be 
affected by multipath and shadow fading, and the algorithm itself limits the detection performance. 
Single node detection includes energy detection(ED), cyclostationary feature detection (CFD), 
matched filter detection (MFD), discrete wavelet transform detection(DWTD) and so on. 
2.2.2. Cooperative Spectrum Sensing 

Different from the single node detection method, the cooperative spectrum sensing method uses 
the cooperation among multiple users to realize the detection of the same channel, and uses data 
fusion technology to judge the detection results, and finally gets the decision results. Cooperative 
spectrum sensing can solve the problems of noise power uncertainty, multi-path fading and shadow 
fading encountered in single node detection to a certain extent, so as to obtain better detection results. 
However, compared with the single node detection method, this method has higher requirements for 
control channel, larger detection process overhead and longer sensing time. 
2.2.3. Detection Method Based on Machine Learning 

The application of the machine learning method to the spectrum sensing technology is a hot spot 
in the research of spectrum sensing technology. The machine learning can be divided into supervised 
learning and unsupervised learning. The autonomous unsupervised learning method can discover the 
characteristics of signals without any prior information and operate adaptively. It is mainly used to 
solve the mechanism design problems in the CRN, such as decision-making, rule making, etc. The 
main methods include game, threshold learning (TL) and reinforcement learning (RL). Compared 
with the unsupervised learning, the supervised learning can be considered as prior information 
knowledge needed by secondary users when they perceive, and they can learn by using supervised 
learning technology. For example, if the characteristics of the authorized user signal are known 
before the secondary user perceives it, then the training method can detect the signals with these 
characteristics better. Therefore, the supervised learning method is often used to solve the sensing 
problem of primary users. At present, the main machine learning methods used in the CRN 
technology are artificial neural network, support vector machine and so on. 
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3. Cognitive Radio Network Security 
With the continuous development of CRN technology, security problems gradually emerge, 

which become a major hidden danger in the implementation of the CRN engineering, and more and 
more attention by many researchers. The CRN development can alleviate the crisis of wireless 
spectrum resource shortage, and make full use of the idle spectrum to meet the needs of more users. 
However, the intelligence and cognitive characteristics also bring new challenges. In the process of 
spectrum sensing, the signals which imitate the authorized user are sent by the malicious users. The 
misconception that the channel is occupied by the authorized user is created for the authorized users. 
In the analysis and decision-making process, malicious users prevent the adaptive adjustment of the 
network by tampering. Therefore, every link of the cognitive ring needs to be guaranteed by the 
security mechanism to achieve the feasibility of dynamic spectrum access. From perception to the 
communication, the behavior of terminal equipment, the information transmission of channel in the 
process need strict security guarantee. Most of the research on the CRN security focuses on the 
detection technology of the misbehaving users in CRN and the security capacity in CRN network. 
3.1. Security Capacity in Cognitive Radio Network 

There are two key factors to improve the security capacity of cognitive radio networks: improving 
the security capacity and reducing the success rate of attack interference. The security capacity 
reflects the maximum capacity that the network can provide under the condition of security threat, 
and it is an important index of cognitive radio network performance. In [5], the impact of passive 
attack on the network security capacity from two attack threats of the network is proposed by Pei et 
al. Using Shannon's security theorem based on the physical layer security; it is proved that there is an 
absolute security capacity boundary in the network. In this security capacity boundary, the 
eavesdropper can not get any link information Interest. This paper studies the influence of active 
attack on the network transmission capacity. In addition to the traditional interference, CRN has its 
own unique attack interference, which seriously affects the transmission capacity of the secondary 
network. By studying the probability of interference interruption, the transmission capacity under the 
constraint of attack interference probability is obtained. Finally, the absolute security capacity 
expression of the CRN is derived by combining two security considerations. Network capacity is the 
basis of the research on the overall performance of CRN. It reflects the secure transmission 
performance in malicious network environment, and it is also an important indicator of network 
security. 
3.2. Detection Technology of Misbehaving Users in Cognitive Radio Network 

As the key technology of network security defense, in [6], Zou et al. first analyze the possible 
security vulnerabilities based on spectrum sensing technology in CRN, and classifies the cognitive 
security threats. In this paper, the representative attacks are selected, and the distributed intrusion 
detection technology and the attack detection technology based on channel parameter estimation are 
studied. Starting from the network architecture and cooperation mechanism, the distributed intrusion 
detection technology maximizes the detection probability by selecting the optimal node. Channel 
parameter estimation mainly deals with attack, and maximizes the probability of attack detection by 
the joint detection of energy and channel characteristics. 

4. Conclusion 
At present, the research of spectrum sensing and network security of CRN is in the initial stage. 

From spectrum sensing to reliable communication of users, all stages of cognitive ring need security. 
In this paper, the development of cognitive networks and some classical spectrum sensing, network 
security technology methods are described and analyzed. In the future, the following issues about 
spectrum sensing and network security technologies in cognitive network need further study. 

The secure spectrum sensing data fusion algorithm and the existing spectrum sensing algorithm 
have improved the sensing efficiency, but the deception and partnership attack of malicious users are 
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not well controlled. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the accuracy of the spectrum sensing data 
from the control channel, terminal equipment and the algorithm itself. 

Cross layer attack has a great impact on the allocation of cognitive user resources. It can not only 
greatly reduce the network throughput, but also permanently block the individual network access. 
Therefore, it is necessary to design a secure access algorithm to reduce the probability of being 
attacked in the process of channel allocation. 

The discovery and selection of secure routes and the dynamics of available spectrum resources in 
cognitive radio networks make route discovery and selection more difficult. How to select secure 
routes according to the reachable paths is also a problem to be considered. 
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